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ABSTRACT 
Projector n-frames, i.e. decompositions of 1 into n commuting idempotents on a 
Banach space, are regarded as points of a Banach manifold equipped with a naturally 
motivated affine connection. Connectibility with continuous and geodesic arcs is 
investigated. Counterexamples indicate why the cases n > 3 are not merely extensions 
of the case n=2. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A projector n-frame (or briefly a frame, if n > 2 is understood) on a real 
or complex Banach space % is a sequence 
E={E,,...,E,} 
satisfying 
(1) O#EiE’%(%), EF=Ej (i=l,..., n), 
(2) Z,Ei= 1, 
(3) EtEk=QEk (j,k=l,..., n). 
(1) 
For n = 2, the equivalent concept of involutions T= E, - E, was investi- 
gated in an explicit form in [4], and we use general terminology and notation 
from Sets. 2, 3, and 6 of that paper. 
It has been known in the context of HiIbert spaces that two nearby 
orthoprojector n-frames are unitarily equivalent; in [l, Sec. 11, a unitary V, 
as in (14) realizing this equivalence was shown to deviate minimally from the 
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identity in the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. Also, a differentiable path of frames 
t+E(t) is known to have a similarity representation 
E(t)= U(t)E(O)U-‘(t) 
with a differentiable U; see [2, 11.4.51. 
We shall identify the set G”(x) of frames as a Banach submanifold of 
the n-fold direct sum %Jn( X) equipped with an induced affine connection, 
and characterize its geodesic lines. They torn out to be different (even 
locally) from the intuitively “obvious” paths 
i?+ U,‘EU,- t, U, from (14). 
The present paper is a condensed form of [5], which contains more 
details and motivation. 
2. RESULTS 
PROPOSITION 1. For a frame E E 6”(x), the sirnilurity orbit 
&“(%,E)={AEA’:AE~(%) invertible} (2) 
is an open and closed subset of G"(X), ad it is a regularly embed&d split 
submanifold of 99(%x), modeled m the Banach space 
+wE)= (LE%(%):~ EiLEj=O . 
i I 
The tangent space of &"(%, E) at E in this embedding 
S(E)= 
1 
H E a3”( X) : (V,) Hi = EiHj + HrEi and 2 
i 
and the linear maps 
is 
Ht=O , I 
(3) 
(4 
(54 
(*I 
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when properly restricted, realize a homeomorphism of S(E) onto ‘%2(E) and 
back, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 2. The mapping D, defined in a sufficiently small neigh- 
borhood ‘%c&“(?X) f fr o a ame E on a pair of tangent vector fields H and K 
bY 
(WW) =&-+((H’K)(F)), FE’% (6) 
(H’ is the Frechet derivative), is a zero-torsion affine connection whose 
components are (with F omitted where understood) 
BFt+ FIB 
(DKH)r=Ht’K-Bi+ 2 ; (7) 
the bilinear functions Bt and B are 
Bi=HiKj+KiHj and B= x Bk 
k 
Further, a smooth curve F: (- E,E)-+% with F(0) = E and F’(0) = H, E 
S(E) is a geodesic a rc of D if and only if 
Fi(t)= [eq(tL)]Epp( - tL), l<j<n, (8) 
where 
L=aE(H,)E%(E). (9) 
PROPOSITION 3 (Local access by geodesics). Given an n-frame E, there 
exist neighborhoods ‘?L c &“(%) of E and Vr%(E) of 0 such that for 
every F E % the (redundant) system 
(expL)Eiexp(-L)=q (1 < i <n), (10) 
x EiLEi = 0 
i 
is uniquely solvable for L E ?r, and is equivalent to a single operator 
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equation 
@(F,L)=expL- 2 Fi(expL)Ei+ 2 EjLEj=O, 
i i 
(11) 
where LH L - @(F, L) is a contraction of v. 
The geodesic arc from E to F is, of course, 
tHexp( tL) Eexp( - tL), tqo,11. 
The correspondence F++L is actually an analytic geodesic chart of % 
onto Y. 
PROPOSITION 4 (A Remannian case). For a frame E of or&projectors 
on a Hilbert space X, define the unitary equivalence orbit 
&;;,“(X,E)={UEU*:Uunitary, U-leHS(X)}, (2R) 
(HS is the Hilbert-Schmidt class), then the model space 
9R&(E)=%(E)nHS(X)n{L:L*=-L}, PR) 
and the tangent space 
Then, in addition to conclusions of Propositions 1 and 2, D is a 
Riemannian connection, and the geoaksic arcs are locally minimal. The arc 
length of (8) between F(0) and F(1) is 
REMARKS on motivation and proofs. The idea that two nearby frames 
are similar can be extended into a statement of independent interest as 
follows. 
For two n-tuples E, F E a”(%) o nonzero projectors, each summing up f 
to 1 [i.e. satisfying (la) and (lb)], we define 
Ci = l- (1;; - Ef=(Ei+ Fi- 1)2, 
(13) 
V= z FiEi, 
i 
W= 2 EiFi, 
i 
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so that, among other relationships, 
WV= x EIFiEi= x EiCiEi, 
i i 
VW= x FiEiFi= 2 FiCiFi. 
i i 
Note that for n > 4, there exists an F as above, acting on I,, which is not a 
frame; see [7j. 
LEMMA. Let all Ci be invertible, and let either 
(a) E and F be frames, or 
(b) E be a frame, and one of V, W be invertible. 
Then F is similar to E: 
q= VEiV-‘= W-‘EiW, l<j<n. 
Zf dim % < 03, then (a) and (b) are satisfied automatically. 
COROLLARY. Case (a) happens when maxi11 5 - Eilj < 1, whereupon the 
operator 
U,,= U,,(F,E)= x ~Ci-1/2Eid’(WV-1’2+‘W-1’2V (14) 
i 
is well defined, makes F = UOEUO-‘, and has the “balanced” property 
U,(E,F)= U,-‘(F,E). 
Case (b) takes place when 
1 
T IIFi-Eill< m~illEill * 
The operator W affords a computable local chart x, from &“(%, , E) into 
%(E):x~(F)= w-l-1 with its inverse 
x,-‘(L)=(l+L)E(l+L)-‘. 
This chart was used implicitly in [6] to investigate perturbations of eigen- 
frames of matrices. 
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Part (a) of the corollary shows that distinct similarity orbits of &“(%) are 
at a distance > 1, whereas part (b) explains why in the definition (4) of (E) 
one need not require 
k#j a HiEk+EiHk=O, 
as the differentiation of (lc) would suggest. 
The mappings as and & from (5) are motivated by equations for 
differentiable paths of frames in [2], and they happen to be each other’s 
generalised inverses: 
so that CT/~ is a projector (onto 9R) and /NIX projects onto 5. This also explains 
the choice of (6) as a definition of the connection, induced by the split 
embedding of 5 into g”(X). 
Another “natural” property of D is its commutativity with similarity 
transformations: 
as well as compatibility with direct sums. 
Proposition 3 shows how to bypass the tangent spaces, should the need 
for calculating geodesics arise. Further simplifications of (11) are possible, 
and have been used in computer experiments with frames represented by 
matrices to reduce storage requirements. 
For Proposition 4, the choice of (YE as one of many generalized inverses of 
& is “canonical”: it is its Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, so that CXP and /~CX 
are orthoprojectors. 
The statement about (12) entitles us to call W= - iL the oriented angle 
between the frames F(0) and F(1); for symmetric 3-frames in U@, exp(iW) is 
the familiar (real) rotation between them. 
Finally, let us remark that a procedure similar to factoring a matrix 
transformation into elementary transformations shows that G”(X) is a ruled 
manifold with sufficiently many rulings to connect nearby frames by polygo- 
nal paths: if V from (13) is close to 1, then 
V=(l+N,,_,)...(l+N,)A, 
where AE = EA and all Nf2= 0, so that (1 + NJ’= 1 + tA$, and with some care 
exercised in ordering them, the quadratic terms in 
(l+tN,)E(l-tN,), (l+tNa)(l+i$)E(l-NJ(l-Na), 
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etc., will vanish. For n=2, see the “poor man’s path” in [3] under more 
relaxed assumptions. 
3. COUNTEREXAMPLES 
Since for orthoprojector frames the unitary U, from (14) is closest to 1 in 
Hilbert-Schmidt norm, we would expect the path t+UiEUopt to be a 
geodesic line. This is indeed the case if n = 2 (see [4]), or if all orthoprojectors 
are one-dimensional and represented by real matrices, since (%&(E) from 
(3R) will consist of skew-symmetric operators, and In U, is certainly one of 
them. 
The conjecture is false in C4, if we take 
E, = e,eT, E, = e,ez, E, = e3ec + e,ez, 
Ft = QeEfQeT1 with QE = exp(&H), E > 0 small, and 
where the eigenvalues of H are + i, 2 14i. 
Carrying out the calculations, we find 
Q_= _ Qa= sin4P;4sine _+o, 
so that E3QE3 is not symmetric while E3UoE3 = E,C,‘/“E, is. Hence In Qe is 
the unique generator of a geodesic, and In U,#ln Q,. 
For nonsymmetric frames, a three-dimensional example exists: take Et = 
eferT ( i = 1,2,3) on Iw3, and 
H= 
with eigenvalues 1, 2, and - 3. Here again, In U, 6! s(E). 
Higher-dimensional examples than the above can be obtained by a direct 
sum with the identity. 
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Finally, if we attempt to simulate the success of treating 2-frames via 
involutions as in [4] by encoding a 3-frame E into 
A=E,+o-‘Ez+E,, w=exp(2G/3), 
making A3 = 1, we will find that the “algebraically natural” affine connection 
has nonzero torsion, failing to be Riemannian. 
There is still an open question how to characterize explicitly Riemanman 
geodesics between nonsymmetric frames (and oriented angles generating 
them), as we did for symmetric frames in Proposition 4. 
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